Thermodynamic and structural aspects of novel 1,2,4-thiadiazoles in solid and biological mediums.
Novel 1,2,4-thiadiazoles were synthesized. Crystal structures of these compounds were solved by X-ray diffraction experiments, and comparative analysis of packing architecture and hydrogen bond networks was carried out. Thermodynamic aspects of sublimation processes of the compounds under study were analyzed using temperature dependencies of vapor pressure. Thermophysical characteristics of the molecular crystals were obtained and compared with the sublimation and structural parameters. The melting points correlate with sublimation Gibbs energies. Moreover, an increase of donor-acceptor interactions in crystal structures leads to growth of Gibbs energy values. Relationships between the melting points and the fragmental contributions to the packing energies were established: R(1)-R(4) fragmental interactions are responsible for the fusion processes of this class of compounds. Solubility and solvation processes of 1,2,4-thiadiazoles in buffer, n-hexane and n-octanol were studied within a wide range of temperature intervals, and their thermodynamic functions were calculated. Specific and nonspecific interactions of molecules resolved in crystals and solvents were estimated and compared. It was found that the melting points correlate with sublimation Gibbs energies. Distribution processes of compounds in buffer/n-octanol and buffer/n-hexane systems (describing different types of membranes) were investigated. Transfer processes of the studied molecules from the buffer to n-octanol/n-hexane phases were analyzed by the diagram method with evaluation of the enthalpic and entropic terms. This approach allowed us to design drug molecules with optimal passive transport properties. Calcium-blocking properties of the substances were evaluated. The trend between the ability to inhibit Glu-Ca uptake and the distribution coefficients in buffer/hexane system was observed.